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Contractor Connect
A Housing New Zealand quarterly update for its head
contractors and their subbies

ABOVE AND BEYOND: Mike Gould (left) of Mike Gould Builders receives his Star Subbie Award from Housing New Zealand Area Manager Dale Bradley.
When asked if there were any supplies he’d like Dale to bring when he flew into Kaikoura a few days after the quake, Mike replied that his birthday was
coming up the following week and some rum and coke would do nicely!

Kaikoura quake brings out the Kiwi ‘can do’
They say from adversity comes strength and Housing New Zealand staff and contractors certainly flexed
their muscle, in the best possible way, following the Kaikoura earthquake.
In the aftermath of the massive 7.8 shake it was all hands to the
pump, with Housing New Zealand Tenancy Managers, Contract
Auditors and Asset Managers pulling long hours to ensure the
safety of tenants and their homes.
Maintenance contractors in the worst affected areas were also
out and about to check on the safety and integrity of our houses
and properties – a task made more difficult by the weather front
that hit Wellington particularly hard.
Among them was Kaikoura local Mike Gould – a builder who
works for Switched On Group as a Housing New Zealand subcontractor.
Despite his own home taking some knocks, Mike didn’t think
twice about swinging into action.
Housing New Zealand’s Nelson Area Manager Dale Bradley
explains:
“Mike went above and beyond in the circumstances. He had
single-handedly checked on all 25 of our Kaikoura properties and
their tenants before we could even gain access into the area.

“So by the time I arrived in Kaikoura he was able to give the local
Tenancy Manager and I a complete rundown on all the known
issues and an update on where we were at with urgent jobs.”
But that wasn’t all.
“Mike’s a keen hunter and fisher, so he’d also gone back to some
of our most vulnerable tenants, delivering venison and ensuring
they had enough food. Most of the tenants I saw and spoke to
when I got to Kaikoura talked about the support they’d received
from Mike.”
It’s an effort that’s also been praised by Mike’s employer,
Switched On Group (SOG).
“Mike basically hit the ground running on that Monday,” says
SOG Contract Manager Colin Brownlee. “There was no mobile
phone reception in the township so Mike travelled over the hill to
South Bay for the first couple of days to give me daily updates on
Housing New Zealand properties.
Continued on page 2...
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“He knows most tenants by name, and where they work, and
was checking on as many as he could each day, taking them food
and offering to get them what they needed if it was available. He
also worked in with Civil Defence, army and fire services.
“In this major disaster it seems Mike put his own situation to
one side and was on a mission to make sure everyone was safe.”
In recognition of Mike’s efforts, Housing New Zealand and
Contractor Connect have presented two Star Subbie Awards this
quarter – one acknowledging Mike’s outstanding effort and a
second to another worthy recipient you can read more about on
page 5.
Great effort Mike – thank you!

WALL COLLAPSE: In the Wellington suburb of Newtown Programmed
Facility Management staff investigate a collapsed retaining wall which slid
from a neighbouring property on to the balcony of a Housing New Zealand
home.

SAFETY CHECKS: PFM staff undertook a review of all scaffolding in the
Wellington region following the quake and the bad weather front.

Of the 25 Housing New Zealand properties in Kaikoura, one was ‘red stickered’ and five were ‘yellow’ stickered with others needing only
minor attention. The red and yellow properties are being inspected by structural engineers due to issues such as cracked chimneys, loose
roof tiles, ground cracking and retaining wall damage.

New chief executive for Housing New Zealand
Housing New Zealand’s new chief executive Andrew McKenzie joined the organisation in September.
Andrew has come to
Housing New Zealand from
Fletcher Construction where
he was General Manager,
Finance.
Previously he worked at
Auckland Council, where
he contributed to the
successful amalgamation of
eight Councils and over 30
subsidiaries in 2010.
Andrew McKenzie

Year for New Zealand.
Andrew says he has high aspirations for Housing New Zealand,
and he’s hit the ground running.
“Getting all our homes to a high quality standard is my most
important task in this new role – and I’m looking forward to
working with our staff and contractors to achieve it.”
Next issue Contractor Connect sits down with Andrew McKenzie
to discuss Housing New Zealand’s work in the maintenance
space.

And in 2013, he was
recognised as CFO of the
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From king of the couch to prince of the paintbrush

PAINTING PRO IN THE MAKING: Ben Crawford has grabbed the opportunity
to work for DHMC with both hands and is now embarking on his Painting and
Decorating apprenticeship.

IMPRESSIVE WORK ETHIC: DHMC general manager Mark Dore (left) says Ben
has an outstanding work ethic and has been a great addition to the team.

In the past 12 months southern lad Ben Crawford has transformed from King of the Couch to Prince of the
Paintbrush.
The 24-year-old, who has a reading and writing disability, seized
an opportunity to work for Dunedin Housing Maintenance
Contractors Ltd (DHMC) in November 2015.
“I started off doing some work experience with one of the outside
crews; doing some sanding and painting and getting the feel for
it,” Ben says. “I really enjoy getting up in the morning and not
sitting at home doing nothing. I just love it.”
Bens’ work experience week was the first step towards fulltime employment under the Ministry of Social Development’s
Mainstream Employment Programme; an initiative that helps
people with significant disabilities get into sustainable work.
DHMC general manager Mark Dore explains:
“We’d been approached by our contact at Work and Income to
see if we’d be keen to take Ben on under the programme, so we
invited him to come along to an interview with his mum and we
said if you can prove yourself with us, we’ll continue things.”
And prove himself he did.
“The feedback I’ve had is that Ben is really keen – he’s probably
the first person to arrive on a job site each morning and no matter
what job you give him, you never hear him whine,” Mark Dore
says. “He’s just enjoying having a job; it’s very different having a
person come and appreciate the work rather than thinking that we
owe them.”
And Mark says Ben’s colleagues value his work ethic too.
“They’re very impressed with his abilities. He has a willingness to
learn and he understands that many companies wouldn’t give him

this chance so he’s just jumping in, boots and all.”
The youngest of four, Ben – who is now also embarking on his
Painting and Decorating apprenticeship – says his family are all
proud of how he’s flourished in his role.
“Mum’s pleased that I’ve got a job – she’s happy-as that I’m not
sitting at home doing nothing! My whole family’s pleased for
me.”
It’s not just a sense of purpose Ben’s getting from the role either.
“My reading has improved; I’m getting the hang of the job sheets
at work and how to read them and I fill out my time sheets.”
And now that he’s earning, Mark says Ben has taken the chance
to repay his family, his mum in particular, for the unwavering
support he’s received over the years.
“Ben’s mum has been unwell and he’s been regularly putting
aside a percentage of his income to pay for her recent trip back to
Australia to see a brother she hadn’t seen for 38 years.”
As for his own saving objectives, Ben has a few things in his sights
too.
“I’m buying a campervan from mum, but then I’ll be saving up
for a new car and I’m doing KiwiSaver so I can get a deposit for a
house.”
So all-in-all, life’s good?
“I’m happy as. Rapt”

About the Mainstream Employment Programme
The Mainstream Employment Programme provides a package of subsidies, training and other support to help people with significant
disabilities to get work and to enable them to gain sustainable employment. By taking part in the programme, employers are tapping into the
benefits of employing someone with a disability and future-proofing their workforce. To find out more, visit: www.mainstream.msd.govt.nz
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Painting workshop a resounding success
Last issue Contractor Connect reported on a painting workshop for former refugees co-ordinated by NZ Red
Cross, Programmed Facility Management (PFM), Solutrades, Dulux and Housing New Zealand.

PREPARATION IS KEY: The workshop participants learned the necessary
steps to prepare a house for exterior painting.

This issue we’re pleased to report it was a resounding success,
resulting in not only a rejuvenated Housing New Zealand home,
but employment for one of the workshop participants.
Solutrades Ltd director Ben Petit explains:
“After the workshop we went on to employ Rangashri
Rangamatham and things are working out really well. Rangashri
has proven to be a hard working and humble employee. He’s
already been promoted this month to Exterior Prep Team Leader,
and he’ll be given a vehicle to take home.”
But Rangashri’s appointment is just the tip of the iceberg for
Solutrades.
“The workshop has also started a great
relationship between Solutrades and the
Red Cross and we’ve since employed
another five former refugees.”
For Ben, it’s a win-win; eager and
enthusiastic job seekers are gaining
employment and the local painting
workforce is receiving a much-needed
boost.

‘WORKFORCE
BOOST: Ben Petit has
employed six refugees
since the painting
workshop took place’.

“It’s a great feeling to be able to give back
to the community by employing people
and working towards getting them
qualified,” Ben says.
Awesome result!

THE BIG REVEAL: The Stokes Valley Housing New Zealand property looked
spick and span once its paint job was complete.

“I talked to three of the five participants and
the general consensus was that they enjoyed
the workshop, enjoyed being part of a team
and gained valuable painting experience.
It was great to have the co-operation of all
the parties involved and Red Cross really
appreciates the time and effort that was
put in. We’d love other sub-contractors, like
Solutrades, to get behind workshops like this
in other regions so we could do something
similar again next year.”
Alan Taylor, Employer Liaison (Pathways to
Employment), NZ Red Cross

“My special thanks go to Ben Petit for his efforts
in taking former refugees into his company.
We’re happy to assist in any area that helps
people into full-time employment, and I’m really
pleased this project went well.”
Shane Hatfield, Senior Contract Manager,
Programmed Facility Management, Wellington

“We believe workshops like this have great
benefits for the market, and the community,
and we’ll be happy to participate in any
similar future training programmes and
assist in any way we can.”
Paul Mackay, Contracts Manager – Trade,
Dulux

Feedback, suggestions, comments?
If you wish to contact us about this newsletter, please email: janine.kendall@hnzc.co.nz
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Congratulations Keith Good Electrical!

WORTHY WINNER: Housing New Zealand’s Northern Regional
Maintenance Manager Julie Bukutu presents the Star Subbie Award to Keith
Good.

TEAM EFFORT: Keith Good (right), with long-term employees Grant and
Glenys.

This quarter the Star Subbie Award is presented to Keith Good and his team at Keith Good Electrical.
Keith sub-contracts to Spotless Facility Services and contract
manager Nicholas Davidson says he’s been providing electrical
services to Housing New Zealand for a staggering 34 years.
“Keith has lived in the Manurewa and Takanini area of Auckland
since 1972 and knows the Housing New Zealand properties in
south Auckland like the back of his hand,” Nick says. “He really
does provide Housing New Zealand with a top-notch service and
often goes out of his way to make sure the tenant is satisfied.
He’s a deserving winner of the Star Subbie Award.”
They are claims that Housing New Zealand Senior Tenancy
Manager Anna Maharaj can happily substantiate.
“I’ve known Keith for a number of years and can comfortably
say he’s one of the most experienced electricians we have. No

job is too big or too small. He’s ‘user-friendly’, can be contacted
for advice, and engages with staff and tenants with absolute
professionalism and respect. He’s the perfect recipient for the
Star Subbie Award and I’m very pleased to know he’s receiving
it.”
For his part, Keith was grateful and humble in receipt of the
award.
“I really appreciate it, but our staff is where it all stems from. So
I’m accepting this award on their behalf; Glenys who has been
with me for 24 years and Grant, for 25.”
Thanks for your dedication and commitment Keith and crew.
Keep up the great work!

BE IN TO WIN THESE HOLIDAYS!
It’s now more than a year since the first Contractor Connect was issued and we’d love to hear your
thoughts about it. Complete the five-minute survey on page 10 and be in to win a $100 Prezzy® card
to spend this summer!
Competition only open to staff and sub-contractors of Housing New Zealand’s PBMC head contractors. The winner will be drawn on Friday 13 January and
will be notified the following week using the contact number he/she has provided. The winner’s name, photograph and business name/employer will be
published in the March 2017 issue of Contractor Connect.
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Eliza’s warmest winter in her ‘little whare’

Winter may be behind us but the positive effects of the work carried out under Housing New Zealand’s
Warm and Dry Programme linger on.
Sixty-nine-year-old
Eliza Martin loves her
one-bedroom home in
Auckland’s Blockhouse Bay.
“I have nothing to do but
look after what I call my
‘little whare’,” she smiles.
The mum-of-five,
grandmother-of-14 and
great-grandmother-of-eight
has lived in the home for 16
years and keeps it as neat
as a pin.
WARM AND WELL: The Warm and
Dry improvements to Eliza Martin’s
home led to a warmer, healthier year
for the house-proud 69-year-old

But these days it’s looking and feeling - even smarter
following the installation
earlier this year of curtains,
carpet, vinyl and a

rangehood and bathroom extractor fan.
“It’s much warmer and keeps the heat, which is nice. The floor
before was chipboard and I used to try and cover it with mats.”
And Eliza, a keen baker, loves spending time in the kitchen where
her old stove has been replaced and the rangehood is now in
place.
“It’s blimmin’ excellent. I find it nice and easy when I do my stirfrys. And I even got myself a new mixer!”
But the biggest impact of the improvements has been on Eliza’s
health.
“I’ve got emphysema so I can’t do too much, and in winter I
would get colds and end up in hospital. But this year I had a
hospital-free winter – it’s the best winter I’ve had in 16 years.”
So these days, while she enjoys her regular visits to the local
RSA, Eliza is always excited to return to her wee whare.
“When I go out I can’t wait to get home. That’s the feeling I get.”

A world away from home and loving it
If anyone knows the importance of Housing New Zealand’s work, it’s Regional Maintenance Manager
for south and east Auckland, Julie Bukutu.
Hailing from Zimbabwe, the 26-year-old has seen first hand
what it’s like to live in a country that doesn’t have a social
housing system.
“For me housing is a basic human need, and I come from a
country where homelessness is widespread and largely ignored
by government. So being somewhere that acknowledges
people do go through difficult times, and houses them when
they’re most in need, is really big for me.”
Julie, who is currently completing her second degree (in Law),
joined Housing New Zealand in Wellington in 2012. She has
spent most of her tenure working in Maintenance.
“Once I came on board I found it really hard to leave. I identify
with what we do, I’ve had so many opportunities to grow and
it’s such a supportive environment.”
The avid reader moved to Auckland with her fiancée last year
and was working as a Maintenance Supervisor when she was
seconded to her current role.
“I’m primarily responsible for managing the operational
and contractual delivery of maintenance and repair work
done under the PBMC,” Julie explains. “There are three head
contractors in my region so I work closely with them to ensure
the work completed at our properties happens on time and to
the right standard.”
It takes an all-round collaborative effort.

between Housing
NZ and the head
contractors and field
all the queries that
come in from the
Customer Service
Centre and other parts
of the business.”
Julie says that while
most people know
Housing New Zealand
provides homes, a lot
has to happen behind
the scenes to make
that primary objective
achievable.

BETTER PLACE: Julie Bukutu left
Zimbabwe to pursue her dreams and
New Zealand is now ‘home base’.

“Many people don’t
realise the work that goes in to maintaining our homes and
bringing them back up to standard between tenancies.”
And while there are challenges, Julie - who has also
volunteered for Women’s Refuge - loves what she does.
“I really enjoy seeing the end results – whether it’s a void
scope or responsive maintenance. It’s nice to walk into a home
and know that the job’s been done right and the tenants are
happy,” she smiles.

“I also have a wonderful team of Maintenance Administrators
and Maintenance Supervisors who co-ordinate the workflow
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Contractors reveal their ‘inner elves’ this Christmas

HELPERS: Santa’s helpers ‘get their wrap on’ at Spotless.

A number of Housing New Zealand head and sub-contractors have revealed their ‘inner elves’ this
Christmas to give HNZ tenants a brighter festive season.
In south Auckland Spotless Facility Services’ staff and subcontractors raised more than $12,000 for food and gifts; a
whopping effort that doubled last year’s total.
“Our staff and sub-contractors are in Housing New Zealand
properties and interacting with tenants on a daily basis, and they
really see the struggles that many families face,” says Spotless
contract manager Nick Davidson.
Spotless channel their contributions toward children and the
elderly, who tend to be most vulnerable at this time of year.
“We had really wonderful feedback last year on the difference
the presents made, and having our staff involved in the choosing,
purchasing, wrapping and delivery of the presents makes the
whole exercise more real than perhaps gifting money.”
While it’s difficult to gauge exactly how many gifts they’ve
bought and wrapped, Nick estimates the figure to be between
450 and 500.

Zealand tenants in quake-affected Kaikoura.
The boxes contained a variety of goodies ranging from
chocolates, mince pies and Christmas crackers to coffee and
pavlovas.
Contractor Connect understands Santa gifted his sleigh to help
ensure the items could make it into Kaikoura, where they were
gratefully received.
Housing New Zealand Area Manager Dale Bradley says tenants
have already been in contact to express their thanks.
“One tenant called to say thank you for the lovely hamper, ask us
to pass on her appreciation to Switched On and to tell us she and
her son had great fun opening it – it made their day.”
Outstanding Christmas spirit all around. Well done!

“We’re also donating hams, Christmas puddings and crackers for
food hampers to the Sisters of Mercy in Wiri, as well as gifts for
46 children and eight pensioner homes the Sisters of Mercy have
identified as worthy recipients.”
Meanwhile, Spencer Henshaw Ltd has continued its Christmas
tradition of giving gifts to Housing New Zealand Community
Group Housing properties in their North/West and Central
regions, as well as providing ten gifts to Housing New Zealand’s
Otara office for distribution to families.
And further down the country, Switched On Group arranged for
26 boxes of ‘Christmas Cheer’ to be delivered to Housing New

SANTA’S GROTTO: Spotless Facility Services (NZ) Ltd was able to purchase
hundreds of gifts thanks to the $12,050 they and their sub-contractors
raised this year.
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Dunedinites join forces to do good with wood

MANY HANDS MAKE LIGHT WORK: A small army of volunteers made light work of the wood delivery made to a former refugee family in Dunedin. The whole
arrangement was, says Housing New Zealand Area Manager Kate Milton, ‘an outstanding gesture and effort’.

A donation of firewood has warmed the home and
heart of a former refugee family living in Dunedin.

When Dave rang local firewood supplier the Woodshed, they
came to the party by discounting the wood they supplied.

It was a gesture brought about by an after-work conversation
between Dunedin Housing Maintenance sub-contractor Dave
Begg and his radiographer wife Sarah.

Pure Services also sponsors the First XV rugby team at John
McGlashan College and, as an old boy of the school himself,
Dave called in a favour there too.

“Dave came home after doing some work at their property and
said to me ‘do you know there are Syrian refugee families living
in Dunedin?’” Sarah says

“With the First XV boys’ help to cart and stack the wood, it only
took about half an hour to finish the job,” Dave says.

Through her job at Dunedin Hospital Sarah did indeed know.
And when Dave mentioned the family he’d visited were feeling
the cold and making do with old pallets for firewood, Sarah and
her colleagues rallied.
“We’d previously held a fundraising breakfast in our department
to raise money for the Stroke Foundation so we thought it could
be a good place to start. We have around 45 radiographers and
the majority always get in behind the latest food smells coming
from the kitchen!”

And despite the language barrier, the gratitude felt by the father
of the family was obvious.
“He was pretty stoked. He doesn’t speak much English but you
could tell he was pretty pleased.”
It’s a reaction the family’s Red Cross Resettlement Case Worker
can corroborate.
“I can see the thanks in the eyes of this family. I appreciate and
thank everyone involved for their tremendous hard work and
support of this whanau.”

When Sarah rang to float the idea with Dave, owner of specialist
cleaning company Pure Services, he agreed to match whatever
was raised dollar for dollar.
And the result? A whopping $600.
“There are some very giving people in our department – initially
the cost was $5 per person, but most people gave more. Some
of our management staff didn’t even eat the breakfast but gave
money. At first I was worried we wouldn’t raise much at all so
finding we had $300 at the end was astounding!”
The generosity of spirit proved contagious.
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New Maintenance and Upgrade Manager brings wealth of
experience
Housing New Zealand’s Angela Pearce may be new to the National Maintenance and Upgrades Manager
role, but she has more than 20 years experience with the organisation.
And she remains passionate about her work.
“The thing I love about working here is the difference we can
make to families’ lives, and especially to children’s lives,” says
Angela, who was herself one of 12 children. “We get to be
involved in a lot of initiatives, try new things and focus on doing
things better.”
She loves the people too.
“Our staff and contractors are incredibly committed. Many of our
contractors have been with us for a long time, and everyone can
honestly say they’re making a difference.”
Having done a law and accounting degree Angela began with
Housing New Zealand as a financial accountant in late 1994 (the
idea of pursuing a career in law simply didn’t ‘float her boat’).
She also worked as GM, Assurance and as a Housing New
Zealand Regional Tenancy Manager for west and north Auckland
for more than a decade.
“There aren’t many areas of the business I’m not familiar with, so
that gives me a good perspective on what needs to happen.”
Most recently she spent two and a half years as Housing New
Zealand National Portfolio Manager – a job that has prepared her
well for her current post.
“It gave me the chance to have a good broad look at our portfolio
and understand the age and condition of our houses and what
we need to do. It involved introducing a more planned approach
to maintaining our properties and allocating our funding.
“My new role is about delivering on that promise; investing in
our existing properties and making things happen alongside our
contractors.”
So how will she achieve it?
“It’s about bringing operational activity and contract
management together to ensure we’re working for the benefit

KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE: New Maintenance and Upgrade Manager
Angela Pearce has 22 years experience at Housing New Zealand.

of tenants,” says Angela, who oversees around 65 staff. “We
need to get increasingly smart about planned programmes,
how we implement them, and how we monitor that we’re
investing in the right places at the right time. That means
working really closely with our Tenancy colleagues too, so we
can identify and respond to issues early.”
Since beginning her role in October Angela has begun
meeting with Housing New Zealand’s contractors, a process
that will be ongoing.
“I’m keen to hear what they think about how we work and
what they’d like to see us doing.”
Want to get in touch with Angela?
Angela.pearce@hnzc.co.nz

In brief..
WE DIG THIS: Back in October Dunedin Housing
Maintenance Contractors put out the call for any
unwanted gardening tools. Here’s Managing Director Tony
Baas with some of the donated gear. The equipment was
gifted to former refugees who are living in Housing New
Zealand properties and keen to establish gardens.
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A tent for all seasons
It’s nearly time to unleash the tent and enjoy a spot of summer camping, but over the past six months
Dunedin Housing Maintenance Contractors Ltd (DHMC) has been devising a tent for any weather.
The Housing New Zealand head contractor has been working
with the Department of Corrections to design and build a
specialised painting tent for use around Housing New Zealand
properties.
“We’d first seen an exterior painting tent when we were visiting
Lyndon and Derise Hakopa from Prestige in Hastings last year,”
explains general manager Mark Dore. “We liked what we saw,
but the problem was we’ve got a lot of two-storey houses on
sloping sections, so we needed something that could extend to
cover the height difference.”
The purpose of the tent is to make it easier to paint regardless of
weather conditions, and to also enable spray painting rather than
conventional brush painting techniques.
“The tent provides some protection from the elements, like wind
and rain, but also contains paint flakes during preparation, and
spray during painting,” says Mark.
So through their Memorandum of Understanding with the
Department of Corrections (more on that next issue), DHMC
engaged the skills of the inmates at the Otago Corrections
Facility.
“We hadn’t realised that they have a painting division,
engineering workshop, carpentry workshop and full catering
kitchen (they do awesome smokos down there!), so we talked to
them about the tent and they said ‘we could do that’.”
And do it they did, mocking up a prototype that fitted the bill
perfectly and takes just a couple of minutes to erect.
“The tent features light aluminium poles, a waterproof roof and
woven mesh sides that will contain flakes but still let in natural
light. Plus the telescopic legs make it versatile for sloping
sections.”
Mark says they’ll take delivery of five of the tents, which can
be fitted inside guttering and affixed to scaffolding, before
Christmas and are looking forward to participating in a spray
painting workshop run by Dulux’s Paul Mackay early next year.
“Up till now we’ve used conventional exterior painting
techniques so we’re looking forward to learning more about this
process and benefitting from the speed and efficiency it can
offer.”
The tents, which are about three metres wide, cost around $500
each and it takes about 12 to provide full coverage around an
average home (three per side).
DHMC will look to invest in more of them once they see how the
first five perform.
Want to know more?
Contact Mark Dore: mark.dore@dhmc.co.nz or 021482702.

THE ORIGINAL CONCEPT: It was this exterior painting tent that Mark Dore
and DHMC Managing Director Tony Baas saw in Hastings that got them
thinking about a modified version specifically for use on Housing New
Zealand properties in their area.

BE IN TO WIN THESE HOLIDAYS!
It’s now more than a year since the first
Contractor Connect was issued and we’d love
to hear your thoughts about it. Complete the
five-minute survey by clicking on the link
below and you’re in to win a $100 Prezzy®
card to spend this summer! Be sure to leave
a name and number so we can contact you
if you’re the lucky winner. Or, if you wish to
submit the survey anonymously and not be
entered in the prize draw, feel free to omit
your name.
Competition only open to staff and sub-contractors of Housing New
Zealand’s PBMC head contractors. The winner will be drawn on Friday
13 January and will be notified the following week using the contact
number he/she has provided. The winner’s name, photograph and
business name/employer will be published in the March 2017 issue of
Contractor Connect.

Click here to open survey
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Finishing with a flourish…
It’s a widely accepted quirk of human nature that people are quick to complain, but slow to compliment. To help
reverse this trend, we end every issue of Contractor Connect on a high note. Here’s just a small sampling of the
positive feedback received by our Customer Services Centre about work recently done by Housing New Zealand
contractors.
Responsive Maintenance Ltd

Spotless Facility Services (NZ) Ltd
Job:
Manukau

Blocked toilet, Rotorua

Job:

Adjust hot water temperature,

Tenant feedback: “Tenant has called through to pass on
his compliments to the tradesperson
that attended for this work; he was 		
professional, respectful and did a 		
brilliant job. More tradespeople need
to be like him. ‘He was an awesome 		
bloke!”

Tenant feedback: “Tenant wishes to compliment the 		
contractor on their prompt service.
He was very grateful.”

Switched On Group
Job:

Extend concrete driveway, Halswell

Tenant feedback: “Thank you for sorting out the issue with the driveway so quickly. The 			
guys from Canterbury Kerb and Concrete have done a great job. Everyone who
came to the house was polite and professional. The boss would come around and check
every step. Thanks again!”

Programmed Facility Management NZ Ltd
Job:

Ceiling draft, Kilbirnie

Tenant feedback: “Tenant called to compliment the PFM tradesman Dale who attended this job. She described 		
him as a good, hard working, ‘knows-what-he’s-doing’ type of tradesman. He was thorough 		
throughout and communicated well while on her property. She also said she felt 			
very comfortable around him and felt he needed recognition.”

Spencer Henshaw Ltd

Prestige Ltd
Job:

Electrical fault – lighting, Palmerston
North

Tenant feedback: Tenant was very happy with the 		
tradesperson that attended and the 		
prompt service. Excellent job. She feels
safer now.”

Job:

Lay carpet, Mt Roskill

Tenant feedback: “Tenant phoned through to sing the praises
of the two gentlemen who attended to lay
carpet. She wanted to say thank you for
their hard work and help with moving the
furniture.”

Dunedin Housing Maintenance Company Ltd
Job:

Low shower water pressure, Mosgiel

Tenant feedback: “Tenant has called to advise she is ‘super-over-the-moon happy’ with the resolution of
the shower issue. She gave high praise to the trade that attended and wanted to thank
him as this had been an ongoing problem for her. She says she can’t wipe the smile off her
face and just had to call to give praise. ‘Awesome work!’”

More next issue!
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MERRY CHRISTMAS
AND THANK YOU!
From all of us here at Housing New Zealand, we’d like to
wish all our PBMC partners and their families a safe,
happy and relaxing festive season.
Thank you for all your efforts during another busy year
repairing and maintaining our thousands of homes
around the country.
Since January 2016 we’ve issued and completed around
528,000 work orders across Housing New Zealand’s
property portfolio.
And together, we’ve positively impacted thousands of
lives as a result.
You’re a vital part of our team and we look forward to
continuing our work with you in 2017.
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